
CHIP Health Equity Data Working Group  

Meeting Notes 

12-13-21 

Our Task: 
Telling the story of COVID in Franklin County/North Quabbin. How and where was the 
impact of COVID19 felt in our region, and what strengths and challenges did our region 
have in managing the pandemic?  How can we use this data to improve life in our region?  

Members Present:  

 Kim Croce/GHA 

 Jen Audley/CHIP 

 Josh Nugent/UMass 

 Becky Himlin/CAPV 

 MJ Adams/ Greenfield 
Community Development 

 Timothy Ranney-Blake, 
Recover Project 

 Phoebe Walker, FRCOG 

 Elizabeth Quirk/Working 
Group Member 

Yellow items are issues flagged for follow-up   Pink are strengths identified by the group 

1. “So What” Discussion -- List the strengths we saw as a region in managing the pandemic 
KIM:  Pros: Collaboration –organizations working together. Especially with food security. Stone Soup in 
particular  -- you could order as many meals as you needed, and they would be delivered.  
CONs: Remote Education for a lot of kids did not work  -- long impact of the failure to reach them. Kids that 
struggled already are really behind now. We let our kids down. Kids at Oak Courts and Leyden Woods did not 
participate.  

Jessica: Positive; we had way better Broadband access finally getting online during the remote learning (still 
some not operational).  Also the stress on the system of the work from home/school from home – was not 
designed for that!  MBI wifi at community centers was good.  
CDC and towns worked well together to get money out. Staffed up but needed more.  
Across the board -=- need more structure in place before pandemics.  
Did businesses close?  Not many, but there were many that seriously reduced hours. 

MJ – echo Jessica  lucky to have CDC to get money out fast.  This has resulted in them having much better 
connections to small businesses, --  
Vaccination clinics were possible by volunteer system – sense of community! 
Housing for unhoused was very hard a lot of new faces in unsheltered due to recovery services.  Access to 
hotels allowed people living outside to leave the outdoors  -- agencies could connect them to services – 25% of 
them were eligible for nursing homes. Jerry McCafferty may have a regional number.  
Elizabeth – mask compliance was good. Except in housing developments. Med Ride drivers did not wear 
masks. Large business used loopholes for small business nationally –was that true here -- who did not get the  



help ? Hidden thing: health insurance for those NOT on Mass Health – was at risk.  Did more people get on 
Mass Health? How do we get people back up the ladder? Health Connector  data for our region? CLIFF EFFECT 

Phoebe:  

 CPHS Health District  and Greenfield HD staffed up and was able to keep contact tracing local.   

 So many volunteers made this easier: Medical Reserve Corps, Emergency Dispensing Sites, muni ag 
commissions,  

 CTC management not good.  

 Public health staffing infrastructure is a theme. .  

Becky: Collaboration – this community pulls together quickly.  CAPV had to revamp quickly, pivot to virtual 
home visits.  Figured out how to keep in touch with people. Shoring up the safety net – extra food resources  --
school lunch, SNAP, etc. – why are we not doing this all the time?  Money came to Community Funds – but 
they were too time limited.  
Eviction and utility shut off moratoria – did not sync well with eviction prevention money. 
This community did a great job with community information/vaccination  

Josh: Strengths – if you zoom way out, compared to the rest of the state and nation, we had fewer cases and 
deaths. Rural – easier to get away from people, easier to stay active without being close to people. Social 
organizations per capita is high.  New benefits – $10M to people through pandemic EBT.  Unemployment rate 
better than the state.  Questions still about where are the people now and was the need met? 

Jen: people here seem to really value thinking of themselves as caring people who help each other. Looking 
out for each other is part of a strong regional identity – we take care of our businesses, etc (but the action is 
not as clear as the belief. People could now volunteer and contribute -- and a lot of people needed help for 
the first time).  Important to be clear if our whiteness was a protective factor --  
We should also say something about how people pivoted/re-invented themselves. Businesses, families. 
Figuring out who can watch the kids, if not elders, etc.  

Timothy:  Community Connections COVID lifted up many things that we were ignoring. Value of people –what 
did we see? Recover Project shut down for a long time, only now re-opening programs  creative ways to 
connect. We got more attuned to the racial injustice, class differences” – Baldwin quote : not everything hard 
must be faced, but nothing is faced If not seen.   
(Example: if you have no ID you cannot get your meds – and a lot of people ran out) 
People with lived experience are now being more involved.  

Elizabeth – severe social ills exist in upper class. Child abuse, cocaine, alcoholism.  

2. Next meeting: plan was to set next meeting date after new American Community Survey Data is out. 
That has now moved until not till March – so skipping it and meeting January 12.  

Questions follow/up: 
Check with NELCWIT for dv and maybe with CSO for referrals to their crisis services? 

Check with Child Advocacy Center – what did they see? (kim: trafficking ??) 

For the House of Correction: 



 What strengths and challenges did the HOC have during COVID? 

 What impact was felt by the folks who are incarcerated there? (loss of classes coming in, loss of 
chances to get out and do community service – did that mean a loss of money? Loss of family 
visitation?) 

 Were there any silver linings for the residents? 

 How many staff/residents got sick and how does that compare to other jails in the state?  

 Ditto vaccinated 

 How did the closure of the courts impact folks? 

 How did covid impact re-entry work? 

 Didn't they release a bunch of people when COVID hit, without enough re-entry planning....how did 
those folks fare, ultimately? 


